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Cosmology in Theological Perspectives is an interesting and provocative
read for anyone interested in the relationship between science and theology.
Vaino presents some interesting and sometimes imaginative views. At times,
as he admits, he enters the area of speculation about reality and our theological responses to it. At other times, he is working from established data. But
overall, the book is a good read, will stimulate critical thinking, and offers
solid ideas as well as interesting ventures into the unknown.
Andrews University
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Jacques Doukhan’s outstanding study on Daniel 11 is a unique publication,
not only because no book of such a length has ever before been devoted to
this single chapter in the book of Daniel, but especially for its innovative
content. He steps into uncharted territory with deep insights and persuasive
vigor. The volume is a result of the author’s mature exegetical-theological
thinking, which culminates his extensive research on the topic. He has
already outlined the basic contours of his approach in three previous publications (see Aux portes de l’espérance [París: Editions Vie et sante, 1983];
also, The Vision of the End [Berrien Springs, MI: Andrews University Press,
1989]; and his popular commentary on the book of Daniel, Secrets of
Daniel: Wisdom and Dreams of a Jewish Prince in Exile [Hagerstown, MD:
Review and Herald Publishing Association, 2000]). No previous study on
Daniel 11 has yet achieved this very thorough exegetical, historical, and
theological investigation of the notoriously difficult text with its complexity
and symbolism.
This publication is divided logically into eight chapters with their purpose
to decode the cryptic language and message of Daniel 11. Each chapter is well
organized, clear in content, and credible in the arguments presented. The
first chapter deals with the problem and methodology. He introduces three
main schools of interpretation (preterist, futurist, historicist) and the Islamic
interpretation, a minor and recent approach to this section of Daniel. He
argues that, in this specific chapter, the Maccabean thesis bears imprint on
all of them with the struggles between the Seleucids and the Ptolemais and
also usually including Antiochus IV Epiphanes. He criticizes this approach
on exegetical and historical grounds throughout the book. The Maccabean
thesis cannot be maintained due to its presuppositions, historical weaknesses,
inconsistences, and circular reasoning. Doukhan follows the hermeneutics of
covenant, but sharply distinguishes and contrasts his use of it to the dispensationalists’ approach (13–15).
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Chapter two focuses on parallels of structures. First, he goes to the
immediate context of chapter 11, namely to chapters 10 and 12, which form
the first and last parts of the same literary unit. He establishes close connections between chapters 10 and 9: (A) understanding prophecy (10:1=9:1–2);
(B) praying and fasting (10:2–3=9:3–19); and (C) fulfilling the prophecy
(10:4–21=9:20–27). Doukhan also argues that the King of the North in
Daniel 11:40–45 is the same power as the little horn of Daniel 12:5–11, based
partially on the chiastic structures he finds in both chapters. Most significant
for his thesis is the connection between chapters 8 and 11 as he demonstrates
structural, thematic, exegetical, and linguistic closeness between these two
chapters. The purpose of these parallels is to demonstrate that pagan Rome
is only implied in them, and on that basis he builds his case for Daniel 11,
where Rome is also only implied, according to his interpretation.
Chapter three is crucial and foundational for his main argument, in
which Doukhan analyzes Daniel 8 and demonstrates its significance for
interpreting Daniel 11. Themes, concepts, and language point to the same
parallels, as well as intertextuality with Revelation 13–14. He points out
that Babylon and Rome are not directly mentioned in Daniel 8, as is also
the case for chapters 2 and 7. This is the reason why he omits Babylon and
Rome in his interpretation of Daniel 11, as these powers are only implicitly
included and alluded to. Doukhan explains that the composite beasts of
chapter 7 are symbols for kingdoms, but the ram and goat of chapter 8
are representing not only kingdoms but are actual clean, sacrificial animals
only used together on the Day of Atonement. This is one of the important
exegetical observations that intentionally concentrates the interpretation
of Daniel 8 on the Day of Atonement. Doukhan focuses on the parallel
thoughts between 7:8a and 8:9a, and exegetically argues that the phrase
“out of one of them” refers to the little horn coming from “one of the four
beasts of Daniel 7” (40). On the basis of parallels between Daniel 7 and 8,
Doukhan identifies the little horn power with papal Rome in both chapters
because of their shared characteristic features. This recognition leads him
to delineate the sequence of powers in Daniel 8 and 11 to be identical too,
namely Persia, Greece, and papal Rome, from more political to the spiritual
entities. Thus, the conflict between the King of the North and the king of
the South are spiritual battles and related to spiritual struggles, not focusing
on political aspects of the conflicts of earthly powers. His methodological
arguments are built upon a covenant hermeneutic in which events before
the first coming of Christ have a literal meaning in Jerusalem, Israel (the
“glorious land”), and other nations which interface with Israel—like Persia
and Greece—but after the cross the geographical entities involving Israel
and her neighbors become universal and spiritual. The implied pagan Rome
in chapter 11:5, 16 and 22 is a flashback in the flow of prophecy and is
interpreted typologically: the oppression of pagan Rome is a type of a perse-
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cution of the saints by papal Rome. The terminology of “abomination of
desolation” applies to these two aspects of Rome.
In the fourth chapter, the symbolism of North-South is explained.
North-South is a symbol of totality (56). While the North is a symbol of
a religious, spiritual power that claims and usurps divine prerogatives as
typified by ancient Babel, the South is a symbol of human self-relying power
as incarnated in Egypt. Thus, papal Rome (spiritual Babylon) is in conflict
with the South (spiritual Egypt) that denies the presence of a living God.
Chapter five looks at the literary structure of Daniel 11, which is
presented in detail and built on several interactions of conflict between the
North and the South. The appearances of “Michael your/the Prince” forms
an inclusio structure and delimitation (10:21b and 12:1a). After the prologue,
according to Doukhan’s linear-chronological structure (64–66), the chapter
is divided into two phases (11:5–12 and 11:13–39), which are paralleled
in six sections that chronologically apexes with the seventh section of the
time of the end (11:40–45). This linear-chronological structure is presented
in the next chapter in the following way (73–75): “The Wars of Michael”
(10:21b–11:4); “The Price of Marriage” (11:5–13a); “The Drama of Persecution” (11:13b–27); “Theological Radioscopy” (11:28–39); “The Time of
the End” (11:40–44); and “The Victory of Michael” (11:45–12:1a). From
another perspective, Doukhan also organizes the whole chapter of Daniel 11
according to a chiastic-covenant structure with “the Prince of the covenant”
of 11:22 at its very center because of its theological significance (68), and in
this configuration the persecution of God’s covenant people by the power of
the North is progressively and theologically presented.
Chapter six provides detailed verse-by-verse commentary (73–250)
as Doukhan thoroughly, skillfully, and carefully applies his hermeneutical
principles, paying close attention to the biblical text. The main focus is put
on the different activities of papal Rome (11:5–45), but also on dominant
thinking and salvation issues during this Christian era. Thorough exegesis
is supported by unique historical applications never before applied to the
meaning of the text. A useful overview of his interpretative exposition of
prophetic findings is summarized on pages 232–234. Each of the six sections
have supportive historical reading, as well as a very brief analysis of the different schools of interpretation. Doukhan claims that chapter 11 presents the
historical progression from Daniel’s Persian time to the rise of Michael at the
very end of the time of the end (229). He asserts that, even though the main
thrust and flow of events is sequential, it does not mean that all the details in
the chapter are presented in chronological order.
Doukhan summarizes the theology of Daniel 11 in chapter seven, which
concludes and culminates his study. Four theological themes are explored:
theology of history; the cosmic conflict in the frame of the great controversy;
the denunciation of evil; and the cross and the judgment, where he under-
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lines the Messiah’s saving work and the Day of Atonement. The final chapter
(eight) is an excursus on Daniel 11 and Islam, where he critiques this type of
interpretation and shows its several flaws on the basis of biblical, hermeneutical, methodological, geopolitical, logical, and ethical grounds, thus demonstrating why he cannot accept this modern view.
Doukhan’s work presents an exceptional alternative to previous
historicist interpretations, entirely consistent with the historicist school of
interpretation, but bringing new insights and elements that will make this
volume a milestone. In evaluating Doukhan’s study, I want to underline
that he goes courageously through untrodden paths, bravely stepping into
unexplored waters to navigate through new territory that no one has toured
before him, in order to open for interpreters the original research. His
interpretation of Daniel 11 challenges Bible scholars to reread the biblical text with fresh eyes, setting aside preconceived ideas, to see different
ways of understanding it, and without denying the historicist school of
thought. His dialogue with four different Daniel 11 schools of interpretation critiques all four of them for the lack of methodological consistency
and inadequate exegetical use of the text.
The strength of the present study is in its robust exegesis, intratextuality, and intertextuality. Methodologically and hermeneutically, Doukhan
takes seriously the prophetical context, especially the larger context of
Daniel 8, and on the basis of structural parallelism, exegesis, themes, history,
and theology, he ties this context to the interpretation of Daniel 11. Louis
Were and Hans LaRondelle introduced into Adventism the hermeneutic of
covenant to interpret apocalyptic prophecies, and Doukhan has masterfully
applied it to Daniel 11.
Doukhan’s interpretation of Daniel 11 is built on the understanding
of Daniel 8. His thesis stands or falls on this point. It is the crux of the
matter and its turning point. Those who do not agree with his exegesis and
interpretation of Dan 8:9–12 will challenge and question his approach to
chapter 11. Is pagan Rome omitted in Daniel 8 or not? This is the question.
If so, it would mean that, in Daniel 11, after Greece (Alexander the Great)
one moves directly to the Christian era of significant ecclesiastical struggles
introduced by the little horn. This is his strength, but at the same time an
Achilles heel, because his whole brilliant study might be rejected by those
who will not share his conviction that in Daniel 8 and 11 pagan Rome is
only an implied entity. In addition, Doukhan’s interpretation of 11:5–6 will
be scrutinized by all interpreters of different schools who follow their own
hermeneutical premises. Also, the understanding of 11:22 as a flashback,
but not as the actual prediction of the death of the Messiah in the flow of
history in the chapter, needs to be more carefully studied.
The emphasis on a spiritual interpretation of the North-South struggles
is something to be followed. The highly symbolic language of Daniel 11
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demands a spiritual interpretation. The rich imagery of war goes beyond
the struggle between the Seleucids and Ptolemies, or between literal Egypt
and Babylon. The final battles of the spiritual warfare between the powers
of good and evil are presented in the setting of the Middle East, however,
the geographical and political background loses its literal meaning and must
be interpreted spiritually when the imagery of war crosses into the New
Testament economy of time. Symbols cannot be explained in a literal sense.
His interpretation of symbolism is not idealism. Behind each symbol is
a physical and tangible historical reality, or a well-defined movement or
trend, the –ism which dominates and is prevailing in the world’s thinking and actions. For example, the little horn or the King of the North is
the papacy, not a specific pope or person or an isolated event; the king of
the south is a self-relying power manifested historically in atheism, paganism, secularism with its evolutionary thinking, and consumerism with its
adoring/worshiping of nature and human achievements while denying in
practical terms the existence of the living God, the Creator. The interpretation of the symbolism of the Kings of the North and the South is consistent
with the symbolism in general (the pride of Babylon and Egypt, the land
of the double grip where God’s people were enslaved and then liberated).
Doukhan applies these powers historically in different stages of history to
events of similar type.
Significantly, Doukhan is not introducing in his interpretation of Daniel
11 new entities or players which were not mentioned already in previous
prophetic parts of Daniel. He deals with Persia, Greece, pagan and papal
Rome, and forces that are identified already specifically with the fulfillment
of the three-and-a-half-year prophecy applied to AD 1798 with the mortal
wound of the papacy carried out by the atheistic French Revolution, which
changed the course of the world.
Doukhan’s powerful point is that he focuses on the history and experience of God’s people (not political powers). Dealing with the history of God’s
people and that of the dominant ecclesiastical power fits well into the overall
prophetic concern of the book of Daniel. The last vision in the book of Daniel
concentrates on these struggles of God’s people, his Old and New Testament
Church in the midst of world powers and persecution. The angel Gabriel
explains it plainly: “Now I have come to explain to you what will happen to
your people in the future, for the vision concerns a time yet to come” (Dan
10:14, emphasis added; see also Dan 12:1).
Doukhan makes an original historical application built on fresh exegesis. Many priceless insights into the text illuminate its meaning. His exegetical and theological analysis bring excellent guidance and discoveries. For
example, his elimination of the Seleucids and the Ptolemais is provocative
because so far it has been a point that all schools of interpretation agreed
on (until verse 13). His applied historical details will certainly stir fruitful
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discussion. Also, his exegesis of the growth of the Little Horn will stimulate
new thinking: does the little horn grow up in Dan 8:9a from one of the
horns or one of the winds or one of the animals mentioned in Daniel 7?
The fourth Persian king is identified as Artaxerxes I (465–424 BC), and not
Xerxes, according to Doukhan, which matches well with the intratextual
connections for the beginning of the prophetic periods of 70 weeks and
2300 evenings and mornings prophecies (Daniel 8:14 and 9:25), as well as
with the intertextual studies of Ezra 4 and 7.
This brilliant study raises important new questions regarding the interpretation of Daniel 11. Could pagan Rome be found in the historical flow of
chapter 11 right after verse 4 (or later) and, if so, how far does one need to read
before the text points to papal Rome? Or, is it more convincing exegetically
and historically to focus after verse 5 on papal Rome’s activities as Doukhan
advocates doing? Time and careful scrutiny of Doukhan’s approach will prove
if he is right. The present reviewer is convinced that this seminal study will
be largely influential and will become an instant classic for its creative interpretation. We can be immensely grateful to Doukhan for stimulating our
thinking and opening our eyes to a new reading and interpreting of the sacred
prophetic text in order to lead us to the golden mine of rich discoveries that
were closed to us because of our preconceived ideas. In this study, the hidden
treasure of this chapter unfolds its richness, depth, and vast possibilities of
interpretations.
I am sympathetic to the present volume and strongly recommend it to
every serious student of the book of Daniel. I invite readers who are interested
in a fresh, surprising, and maybe even provocative understanding of this difficult text to study this publication with open eyes and grace, as it charts new
waters no one has previously traversed in Danielic studies. With this work,
Doukhan leads the way into unaccustomed ground and understanding for
further research into this hidden treasure. Daniel 11 is really a chapter for
the wise (Dan 12:10), and Doukhan sheds a light into the puzzles of its deep
symbolism and outlines the struggles of God’s people with the dark powers
of evil throughout the centuries. Even though some details of his views might
be modified by further study, his main points remain strong and will generate
better understanding not only of Daniel 11 but of its inter-connections and
parallels within the book itself and beyond. It is a must-read for those interested in new insights into apocalyptic Danielic prophecies. His exposition
disturbs our status quo and opens resourceful and fertile horizons for understanding this challenging chapter. Maybe he has really decoded something
that has been locked and hidden for millennia.
Andrews University
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